
CUSTOM WEDDING BRANDING SYSTEMS

Hooray Hooray! The question has been popped, you've said a delighted "yes" & now the magical 
planning for your newest adventure in love begins! YAY! Your wedding is the celebration of your 
own unique love story, the start of new adventures in love & your introduction as a married 
couple to the world (hooray & yay!). I know from experience how much of your heart & soul goes 
into planning the first day of your married life & I want to help you celebrate your love in the 
most cohesive, creative, fabulously fun & special ways possible! 

You may be asking yourself, “hmm...I’ve heard of branding before, but I thought it was just for 
businesses?” I'm here to say, no way cutie pie!  So what does "wedding branding" really mean? 
Super speedy version: it's not just the paper, it's the experience. Slightly longer version: think of 
wedding branding as more than lovely invitations - it is the creation of a totally unique, cohesive 
identity which sets the tone for & expresses your unique love story throughout your wedding 
experience & beyond. This identity, or brand, will be the concept that ties all the little details 
together to create a complete experience that you & your loved one will always hold close to your 
hearts. It will be present from your guests' first glimpse of your save the dates & invitations and 
throughout the look & feel of your big day. It will be the creation of your and your love's personal 
branded identity,  which you can cherish as your love grows happily ever after!

Phew, that sounds like a lot of work, right? So how do I do all that? 

Well sweet darling, before I even start designing lovelies (and there will be so many lovelies 
designed!), it's an important part of the pre-design process that we get to know each other first! 
We will chat & giggle about how gorgeous your day will be. I’ll send you questions, you’ll send me 
insanely inspiring answers & anything else you think I’ll need to truly understand you, your love 
story & what makes your heart happy. Then the super fun part begins! I will create mood boards 
based on all your lovely inputs and love story to help focus your ideas on the theme, tone & 
inspirational visual elements that you want to build your wedding brand around! Based on the 
mood board direction you choose, I’ll put my little pencil/pen/paintbrush to paper & brainstorm 
gorgeous initial sketches for your Lovely Paper Things! And Voila! Your wedding branding 
system starts coming to life! Hooray! From here we will work together to tweak the design, choose 
the materials & printing types & create an identity for you to share and express your love 
throughout your entire wedding experience! (insert lots of hoorays & yays!)

Each Lovely Paper Things wedding branding system is 100% custom designed. This means you 
can include any perfectly branded piece to achieve the style, mood & tone you & your honey pie 
have been dreaming of for your big day! This also means there’s no sacrificing your personal 
style to adhere to a specific pre-set design! You get to be You and I get to help you celebrate your 
love in your own totally unique way! Cookie cutter designs can be super icky....unless you 
actually want us to design cookie cutters...in which case, yes please, we love cookies and thinking 
outside the box!

Here’s a little list of some of my favorite Lovely Paper Things to get you thinking about all the 
ways we can integrate your wedding branding system into your wedding experience:

 

If you don’t see what you are looking for above, please let me know what you have in mind, the 
sky’s the limit...ok we can’t build rocket ships but we could sure make them look pretty ;) 

Engagement party invitations

Save the dates

Bridal shower invitations

Rehearsal dinner invitations

Invitations

RSVP Cards

Hotel Cards

Travel & information cards

Registry cards

Related wedding events cards

Maps

Day of goodies

Programs

Place cards & table numbers

Menus

Signs

Wedding party gifts

Parent gifts

Guest gifts

Thank you notes

Personalized stationary

At home cards
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